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Body: The aim of the study. To evaluate the count of regulatory T lymphocytes (CD4+CD25+), as cells,
possibly decreasing inflammation, in the patients suffering from different severity COPD and compare with
the healthy subjects. Materials and methods. CD4+CD25+ and CD4+CD25+brightblood cells were examined
for 43 COPD patients and 26 healthy persons. The control group consisted of smokers and non smokers. In
accordance with spirometrical severity of the disease COPD patients were distributed into two groups: a
group (I) of patients with mild and moderate obstruction and group (II) consisted of patients with severe and
very severe obstruction. Results. The comparison of COPD and control groups demonstrated no statistically
significant difference either in total number of CD4+CD25+ cells, or in CD4+CD25+bright(Treg). However, in
the group of patients with severe and very severe COPD, the count of CD4+CD25+ and CD4+CD25+bright

cells was found to be significantly lower, in comparison with healthy smokers (376±235 vs 610±217 p = 0.01
and 47±26 vs 75±27, p = 0.03).The difference between smoking and non-smoking controls was found to be
statistically significant, also: CD4+CD25+ and CD4+CD25+bright lymphocytes was markedly higher in healthy
smokers than in non-smokers (610±217 vs 392±157, p = 0.02 and 59±29 vs 42±19, p = 0.03). Conclusion.
Our results confirmed the proposition that the dysfunction of immune system plays the role in development
of COPD. Inflammation of the airways during COPD may be supressed inadequately due to insufficiency of
CD4+CD25+ (T regulatory) lymphocytes.
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